[Application of PBL in Clinical Practice of Chinese Medicine in Western Medicine Colleges].
Objective To observe the application value of problem-based learning (PBL) in clinical practice of Chinese medicine (CM). Methods Totally 162 clinical undergraduates were randomly and equally assigned to the observation group (PBL group) and the control group [lecture-based learning (LBL) group], 81 in each group. Clinical practice was conducted in them. At the end of clinical practice the teaching effect was assessed using test and questionnaire. Results Performance records of case analysis and four diagnoses of CM were higher in the PBL group than in the LBL group (P <0. 05). The satisfaction survey for teaching was better in the PBL group than in the LBL group (P <0. 05). Conclusion PBL could achieve better teaching effect in clinical practice of CM, which was worthy of spreading and application.